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Abstract
Despite existing work in machine learning inference serv-

ing, ease-of-use and cost efficiency remain challenges at large
scales. Developers must manually search through thousands
of model-variants – versions of already-trained models that
differ in hardware, resource footprints, latencies, costs, and ac-
curacies – to meet the diverse application requirements. Since
requirements, query load, and applications themselves evolve
over time, these decisions need to be made dynamically for
each inference query to avoid excessive costs through naive
autoscaling. To avoid navigating through the large and com-
plex trade-off space of model-variants, developers often fix
a variant across queries, and replicate it when load increases.
However, given the diversity across variants and hardware
platforms in the cloud, a lack of understanding of the trade-off
space can incur significant costs to developers.

This paper introduces INFaaS, an automated model-less
system for distributed inference serving, where developers
simply specify the performance and accuracy requirements
for their applications without needing to specify a specific
model-variant for each query. INFaaS generates model-vari-
ants from already trained models, and efficiently navigates
the large trade-off space of model-variants on behalf of de-
velopers to meet application-specific objectives: (a) for each
query, it selects a model, hardware architecture, and model op-
timizations, (b) it combines VM-level horizontal autoscaling
with model-level autoscaling, where multiple, different model-
variants are used to serve queries within each machine. By
leveraging diverse variants and sharing hardware resources
across models, INFaaS achieves 1.3× higher throughput, vi-
olates latency objectives 1.6× less often, and saves up to
21.6× in cost (8.5× on average) compared to state-of-the-art
inference serving systems on AWS EC2.

1 Introduction
The number of applications relying on inference from Ma-
chine Learning (ML) models is already large [14,47,48,60,67]
and expected to keep growing. Facebook, for instance, serves
tens-of-trillions of inference queries per day [40, 43]. Dis-
tributed inference dominates ML production costs: on AWS,
it accounts for over 90% of ML infrastructure cost [16].

Typically, an ML lifecycle has two distinct phases – train-
ing and inference. Models are trained in the training phase;
the training phase is usually characterized by long-running
hyperparameter searches, dedicated hardware resource usage,

∗Equal contribution

Application Accuracy Latency Cost
Social Media High Medium Low
Visual Guidance High Low High
Intruder Detection Low Low Low

Table 1: Applications querying a face recognition model with
diverse requirements.

and no completion deadlines. In the inference phase, trained
models are queried by various end-user applications. Being
user-facing, inference serving requires cost-effective systems
that render predictions with latency constraints while handling
unpredictable and bursty request arrivals.

Inference serving systems face a number of challenges [61,
73] due to the following factors.
(a) Diverse application requirements: Applications issue
queries that differ in latency, cost, accuracy, and even pri-
vacy [56] requirements [42, 45, 61]. Table 1 shows the same
face recognition model queried by multiple applications with
different requirements. Some applications, such as intruder
detection, require inference in realtime but can tolerate lower
accuracy. Other applications, such as tagging faces on social
media, may prefer accuracy over latency.
(b) Heterogeneous execution environments: Leveraging
heterogeneous hardware resources (e.g., different generations
of CPUs, GPUs, and accelerators like TPU [49] or AWS In-
ferentia [18]) helps meet the diverse needs of applications
and the dynamic changes in the workload; however, it is non-
trivial to manage and scale heterogeneous resources [40].
(c) Diverse model-variants: Graph optimizers, such as
TVM [22], TensorRT [3], and methods, such as layer fusion
or quantization [15], produce versions of the same model,
model-variants, that may differ in inference latency, memory
footprint, and accuracy.

Together, these factors create a large search space. For in-
stance, from 21 already-trained image classification models,
we generated 166 model-variants, by (i) applying model graph
optimizers, such as TensorRT [3], (ii) optimizing for different
batch sizes, and (iii) changing underlying hardware resources
(e.g., CPUs, GPUs, and Inferentia). These variants vary across
many dimensions: the accuracies range from 56.6% to 82.5%
(1.46×), the model loading latencies range from 590ms to
11s (18.7×), and the inference latencies for a single query
range from 1.5ms to 5.7s (3,700×). Their computational re-
quirements range from 0.48 to 24 GFLOPS (50×) [61], and
the cost of hardware these variants incur [17] ranges from
$0.096/hr for 2 vCPUs to $3.06/hr for a V100 GPU (32×).
As new inference accelerators are introduced and new opti-
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mization techniques emerge, the number of model-variants
will only grow.

This large search space makes it hard for developers to man-
ually map the requirements of each inference query to deci-
sions about selecting the right model and model optimizations,
suitable hardware platforms, and auto-scaling configurations.
The decision complexity is further exacerbated when the load
varies, applications evolve, and the availability of hardware
resources (GPUs, ASICs) changes. Unlike long-running batch
data analytics or ML training jobs [8, 26, 36, 55, 68] that can
be right-sized during or across subsequent executions, the
dynamic nature of distributed inference serving makes it in-
feasible to select model-variants statically.

Our key insight is that the large diversity of model-variants
is not a nuisance but an opportunity: it allows us to meet the
diverse and varying performance, cost, and accuracy require-
ments of applications, in the face of varying load and hardware
resource availability, if only we can select and deploy the right
model-variant effectively for each query. However, given the
complexity of this search space, existing systems, including
Clipper [25], TensorFlow Serving [5], AWS SageMaker [11],
and others [1, 6, 35, 38, 75], ignore the opportunity. These sys-
tems require developers to select model-variants, batch sizes,
instance/hardware types, and statically-defined autoscaling
configurations, for meeting application requirements. If these
decisions are made without understanding the trade-offs of-
fered by the variants, the impact could be significant (note
the wide cost, performance, and accuracy ranges spanned by
the variants). We argue that in addition to traditional autoscal-
ing, distributed inference serving systems should navigate
this search space of model-variants on behalf of developers,
and automatically manage model-variants and heterogeneous
resources. Surprisingly, as also noted in prior work [73], no
existing inference serving system does that.

To this end, we built INFaaS, an automated model-less sys-
tem for distributed inference serving. INFaaS introduces a
model-less interface where after registering trained models,
developers specify only the high-level performance, cost, or
accuracy requirements for each inference query. INFaaS gen-
erates model-variants of the registered models, and navigates
the large space to select a model-variant and automatically
switch between differently optimized variants to best meet
the query requirements. INFaaS also automates resource pro-
visioning for model-variants and schedules queries across a
heterogeneous cluster.

To realize this, INFaaS generates model-variants and their
performance-cost profiles on different hardware platforms.
INFaaS tracks the dynamic status of variants (e.g., over-
loaded or interfered) using a state machine, to efficiently
select the right variant for each query to meet the applica-
tion requirements. Finally, INFaaS combines VM-level (hori-
zontal scaling) and model-level autoscaling to dynamically
react to the changing application requirements and request
patterns. Given the large and complex search space of model-

variants, we formulate an integer linear program (ILP) for
our model-level autoscaling that finds the most cost-effective
combination of model-variants, to meet the goals for queries
in large scale inference serving.

Using query patterns derived from real-world applications
and traces, we evaluate INFaaS against existing inference
serving systems, including Clipper [25] and SageMaker [11],
with 175 variants generated from 22 model architectures, on
AWS. Compared to Clipper, INFaaS’ ability to select suit-
able model-variants, leverage heterogeneous hardware (CPU,
GPU, Inferentia), and share hardware resources across mod-
els and applications enables it to save 1.23× in cost, violate
latency objectives 1.6× less often, and improve resource uti-
lization by 2.8×. At low load, INFaaS saves cost by 21.6×
compared to Clipper, and 21.3× compared to SageMaker.

2 Challenges
2.1 Selecting the right model-variant
A model-variant is a version of a model defined by the
following aspects: (a) model architecture (e.g., ResNet50,
VGG16), (b) programming framework, (e.g., TensorFlow, Py-
Torch, Caffe2, MXNet), (c) model graph optimizers (e.g., Ten-
sorRT, Neuron, TVM, XLA [72]), (d) hyperparameters (e.g.,
optimizing for batch size of 1, 4, 8, or 16), and (e) hardware
platforms (e.g., Haswell or Skylake CPUs, V100 or T4 GPUs,
FPGA, and accelerators, such as Inferentia [18], TPU [49],
Catapult [32], NPU [7]). Based on the 21 image classification
models and the available hardware on AWS EC2 [9], we esti-
mate the total number of possible model-variants would be
4,032. The performance, cost, and accuracy trade-off space
offered by these variants is large [19, 61]. As new inference
accelerators are introduced and new optimization techniques
emerge, the number of model-variants will only grow.

Existing inference serving systems require developers to
identify the model-variant that can meet diverse performance,
accuracy, and cost requirements of applications. However,
generating and leveraging these variants requires a substantial
understanding of the frameworks, model graph optimizers,
and characteristics of hardware architectures, thus limiting
the variants an application developer can leverage. As shown
in Table 1, one can use the same face recognition model
for several applications, but selecting the appropriate model-
variant depends on the requirements of an application [61].

We argue that inference serving systems should automati-
cally and efficiently select a model-variant for each query on
behalf of developers to align with application requirements.

2.2 Reducing cost as load varies
Query patterns and service level objectives (SLOs) of appli-
cations, such as real-time translation and video analytics, can
vary unpredictably [43,50,76]. Provisioning for peak demand
leads to high cost, hence distributed inference serving sys-
tems need to dynamically respond to changes. Traditional
autoscaling focuses on horizontal virtual machine replication
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Variant (hardware, framework) Lat. (ms) Req/s Cost ($/s)

A (4 CPUs, TensorFlow) 200 5 1
B (1 Inferentia core, Neuron) 20 100 3
C (1 V100 GPU, TensorRT) 15 800 16

Table 2: Latency, saturation throughput, and normalized cost
(based on AWS pricing) for three ResNet50 variants.

QPS SLO (ms) #Var. A #Var. B #Var. C Cost ($/s)

10 300 2 0 0 2
10 50 0 1 0 3
1000 300 0 2 1 22

Table 3: Cheapest configuration (in #instances) of variants from
Table 2 to meet the QPS and SLO; last column shows total cost.

(VM-scaling), adding or removing worker machines [33, 37].
However, relying only on worker replication may incur sig-
nificant latency, as new machines must be spawned.

Autoscalers used by existing inference serving systems [11,
35,37] replicate a statically-fixed (developer-specified) model-
variant for all the queries of an application. This is insufficient
because: (a) the right variant may change with load (e.g., a
CPU variant may be more suitable at low QPS to meet the
cost SLOs) and (b) the hardware resources needed to replicate
the same variant may not always be available (e.g., shortage
of GPU instances at some point).

In addition to using VM-scaling and replication-based
model-scaling, we introduce model-level vertical scaling,
where we switch to a differently optimized variant as load
changes. The challenge is to identify which variant to scale to
given available hardware resources and query requirements.
Consider the example shown in Table 2 with three ResNet50
variants. Each variant runs on a different hardware resource
and differs in latency, saturation throughput, and cost. In Ta-
ble 3, we present three input loads and SLO requirements,
with the goal of scaling to the most cost-effective combination
of variants. In the first case (QPS = 10 and SLO = 300ms),
though all variants can meet the QPS and SLO, using two
instances of Variant A is the cheapest choice (8× cheaper
than using Variant C). In the second case, the load remains
unchanged, but due to the stricter SLO, Variant B becomes
the cheapest choice (5.3× cheaper than using Variant C). In
the third case, the combination of two instances of Variant
B and one of Variant C is the cheapest. This configuration is
9× cheaper than using 200 instances of Variant A (the most
expensive configuration). Deciding the best configuration be-
comes more challenging as the number of variants increases
and resource availability changes.

2.3 Improving utilization at low load
For predictable performance, one may serve each model-vari-
ant on a dedicated machine to exclusively access hardware re-
sources. But, this often results in underutilized resources and
cost-inefficiency, especially at low load. Instead, the serving
systems should support multi-tenancy by sharing resources
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Figure 1: Impact of co-locating Inception-ResNetV2 and Mo-
bileNetV1 on a V100 GPU. Both variants are TensorRT, batch-1,
FP16. Graphs show average latency and throughput for each
model running alone vs sharing, subjected to the same (QPS).

across applications and models, thereby improving utiliza-
tion and the overall cost. Recent work [36, 71] has shown the
benefits of sharing GPUs for deep-learning training jobs. ML
inference jobs are typically less demanding for compute and
memory resources than the training jobs, making inference
jobs ideal for sharing GPUs and other accelerators [46, 74].

However, how to share accelerators across multiple tenants
while maintaining predictable performance is not obvious.
Figure 1 shows the result of co-locating a large (Inception-
ResNetV2) and a small (MobileNetV1) model on a GPU. At
low load, sharing a GPU does not affect the performance of
either model. At higher load, this co-location heavily impacts
the performance of the small model, while the large model re-
mains unaffected. The point when co-location starts affecting
the performance varies across models, and depends on both
the load and the hardware architecture.

3 INFaaS
Design principles. We design INFaaS based on the fol-
lowing guidelines. First, INFaaS should support a declara-
tive API: Developers should not need to specify the model,
model optimizations, suitable hardware platforms, or autoscal-
ing configurations; they should only focus on high-level per-
formance, cost, or accuracy requirements. Second, INFaaS
should automatically and efficiently select a model-variant,
while considering the dynamic state of the model-variants
and the hardware resources, for (a) serving each query, and
(b) deciding how to scale in reaction to changing applica-
tion load. Third, to improve resource utilization, the system
should share hardware resources across model-variants and
applications, without violating performance-cost constraints.
Finally, the system design should be modular and extensible
to allow new model-variant selection policies. By following
these design principles, we naturally address the challenges
raised in Section 2.
Functionality. INFaaS generates new model-variants from
the models registered by developers, and stores them in a
repository (Section 3.2). These variants are optimized along
different dimensions using model graph optimizers such as
Neuron and TensorRT. For each inference query, INFaaS
automatically selects a model-variant to satisfy its perfor-
mance, cost, and accuracy objectives (Section 4.1). INFaaS’
autoscaler combines VM-level autoscaling with model-level
horizontal and vertical autoscaling to meet application per-
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API Parameters
register_model modelName, modelBinary, valSet, appID
inference_query input(s), appID, latency, accuracy
inference_query input(s), modelName

Table 4: INFaaS’ declarative developer API.

formance and cost requirements while improving utilization
of resources (Section 4.2). INFaaS introduces model-vertical
autoscaling that, through model selection, upgrades or down-
grades to a differently optimized model-variant by leverag-
ing the diversity of model-variants (Section 4.2.1). INFaaS
efficiently maintains static and dynamic profiles of model-
variants and hardware resources to support low latencies for
selecting and scaling model-variants (Sections 3.2 and 4).
Finally, INFaaS features the model-variant selection policy
described in Section 4, but allows developers to extend and
customize it.

3.1 Model-less interface for inference
Table 4 lists INFaaS’ model-less API.

Model registration. Developers register one or more mod-
els using the register_model API. This API accepts a
developer-assigned model identifier (modelName), the model
(modelBinary) in serialized format (e.g., a TensorFlow
SavedModel or model in ONNX format), and a developer-
assigned application identifier (appID). Models for different
prediction tasks within the same application (e.g., optical char-
acter recognition and language translation) can be registered
with separate appIDs. Lines 1-2 in Figure 2 show how a devel-
oper registers two models, a ResNet50 and a MobileNet, for
an application with appID=detectFaceApp. INFaaS gener-
ates multiple variants from these already trained models. For
instance, using ResNet50 alone, INFaaS can generate about
50 variants by changing the batch size, the hardware, and the
model graph optimizer (Section 3.2). Note that INFaaS is
an inference serving system and does not train new models;
INFaaS only generates variants from already-trained models.
The register_model API takes a validation dataset (e.g.,
valSet) as input to calculate the accuracy of the newly gener-
ated variants. For each incoming query, INFaaS automatically
selects the right model-variant to meet the specified goals.

Query submission. Being declarative, INFaaS’ API allows
developers to specify high-level goals without needing to spec-
ify the variants for their queries. Using the inference_query
API, developers can submit inference queries in two ways:
• Specifying application requirements. Developers may sub-

mit queries for their application and specify high-level
application performance, cost, and accuracy requirements
(e.g., Line 3 in Figure 2). INFaaS then navigates the search
space of model-variants for the given application, and se-
lects model-variants and scaling strategies. For instance,
for a query with appID=detectFaceApp, INFaaS searches
for a suitable variant of ResNet50 and MobileNet to meet
the goal of latency (200ms) and accuracy (above 70%).

1 reg is te r_mode l ( " ResNet50 " , ResNet50 . pt , valSet , detectFaceApp )
2 reg is te r_mode l ( " MobileNet " , MobileNet . pt , valSet , detectFaceApp )
# Developer r e g i s t e r e d 2 models f o r the detectFaceApp ;
# INFaaS generates v a r i a n t s from these two r e g i s t e r e d models

3 in ference_query ( i npu t . jpg , detectFaceApp , 200ms, 70%)
# Developer submit ted a query w i th " i npu t . jpg " as the i npu t
# and s p e c i f i e d requirements ; INFaaS then se lec t s a v a r i a n t
# a u t o m a t i c a l l y to meet 200ms la tency and accuracy > 70%

Figure 2: Registering models and submitting queries with
INFaaS.
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Figure 3: Architecture of INFaaS. Modules in boxes with
dashed border are on the critical path of serving queries. All
other modules do not impact serving latency. Numbered circles
correspond to the typical life-cycle of queries.

• Specifying a registered model. Developers may use this
interface to specify the model, modelName, they registered
for the corresponding application (e.g., "ResNet50" for
detectFaceApp). This interface supports developers who
want direct control over the model-variant used. This is the
only option offered by existing inference systems. INFaaS
then dynamically scales resources for the specified model-
variant based on the observed workload.

INFaaS’ serving workflow for an inference query. Ap-
plications interact with INFaaS by submitting inference
queries through the Front-End, logically hosted at the Con-
troller (see steps marked in Figure 3). The Controller selects a
model-variant and dispatches the inference query to a Worker
machine. Workers further send inference queries to the appro-
priate Hardware Executors according to the selected model-
variant, and reply with inference results to applications.

3.2 Architecture
We now describe INFaaS’ architecture (Figure 3) in detail.
Controller. The logically-centralized controller receives
model registration and inference requests. The controller hosts
three modules: (a) The Dispatcher that uses the model-variant
selection policy for selecting a variant to serve a query, (b)
The VM-Autoscaler that is responsible for scaling the num-
ber of workers up and down based on the current load and
resource utilization, and (c) The Model Registrar that handles
model registration.
Workers. Worker machines execute inference queries as-
signed by the controller. Hardware-specific Executor daemons
manage the deployment and execution of model-variants. The
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Dispatcher forwards each query to a specific model-variant
instance through the corresponding hardware executor. The
Model-Autoscaler detects changes in the load and decides a
scaling strategy that either replicates running variants or se-
lects a different variant, within the worker. It uses the model-
variant selection policy to select a variant to scale to. The
Monitoring Daemon tracks the utilization of machines and
variants, and manages resources shared by multiple variants
to avoid SLO violations.
Variant-Generator and Variant-Profiler. From the regis-
tered models, the Variant-Generator generates model-variants
optimized for different batch sizes, hardware, and hardware-
specific parameters (e.g., number of cores on Inferentia) using
model graph optimizers, including TensorRT [3] and Neu-
ron [15]. INFaaS uses the validation set submitted by the
developer to calculate the accuracy of the newly generated
variants; INFaaS records this information in the Metadata
Store. The Variant-Generator does not train or produce new
model architectures: variants are generated only from regis-
tered models. To help model-variant selection, the Variant-
Profiler conducts one-time profiling for each variant where it
measures statistics, such as the loading and inference laten-
cies, and peak memory utilization. These parameters, along
with the corresponding appID, accuracy, and maximum sup-
ported batch size are recorded in the Metadata Store. After
profiling, a variant is saved in the Model Repository. The
total profiling time for all generated variants from a submitted
model is a few minutes on a single VM with the variant’s
target hardware. This profiling cost will be amortized over
long-term serving time in production settings.
Model-Variant Selection Policy. INFaaS invokes the
model-variant selection policy in two cases.
(Case I) On arrival of a query: The controller’s Dispatcher
uses the policy to select a variant for each incoming query.
This model-variant selection lies on the critical path of serv-
ing each query. To reduce the latency of decision-making, we
designed an efficient variant search algorithm (Section 4.1).
(Case II) On changes in query load: As the query load
changes, the worker’s Model-Autoscaler uses the policy to
determine whether to replicate existing variants, or vertically
scale to a different variant. The Model-Autoscaler moni-
tors the incoming query load and the current throughput of
INFaaS to detect the need for scaling. If a change is detected,
the Model-Autoscaler invokes the policy in the background
to select a suitable scaling strategy (Section 4.2).

To allow for other model-variant selection algorithms, we
designed INFaaS to decouple policies from mechanisms [53].
Metadata Store. The Metadata Store enables efficient access
to the static and dynamic data about workers and model-vari-
ants; this is needed for making model-variant selection and
scaling decisions. This data consists of (a) the information
about available model architectures and their variants (e.g.,
accuracy and profiled inference latency), and (b) the resource
usage and load statistics of variants and worker machines. The

InterferedInactive

Overloaded

Active

Unloaded

Loaded

QPS < peak
QPS ≥ peak

Mitigated

Contended

Contended;

QPS < peak
Unloaded

Unloaded
Registered

Figure 4: State machine capturing the dynamically changing
status of model-variants.

Metadata Store strategically uses data structures to ensure low
access latencies (∼ O(1)) for efficient decision-making. The
Metadata Store runs on the same machine as the controller to
reduce access latencies for selecting variants. Implementation
and data structure details are described in Section 5.
Model Repository. The Model Repository is a high-capacity
persistent storage medium that stores serialized variants that
are accessible to workers when needed to serve queries.

4 Selecting and Scaling Model-Variants
INFaaS uses the model-variant selection policy in two cases:
(I) On arrival of a query: INFaaS’ controller needs to select
a variant for each query to meet an application’s high-level
requirements (Section 4.1). This invocation of the selection
policy lies on the critical path of inference serving. (II) On
changes in query load: As the query load changes, INFaaS’
workers must decide whether to switch to a differently opti-
mized variant (Section 4.2). The worker invokes the selection
policy off the critical path. INFaaS provides an internal API,
getVariant, for invoking model-variant selection policy. In
both cases, INFaaS needs to consider both the static and dy-
namic states of variants and available resources. Only con-
sidering statically-profiled metadata is insufficient, since the
following aspects can significantly impact the observed per-
formance and cost: a selected variant (a) may not be loaded,
hence we need to consider its loading latency, (b) may be
already loaded but serving at its peak throughput, (c) may
be already loaded but experiencing resource contention from
co-located inference jobs, and (d) may not be loaded due to
lack of resources required for that specific variant. We next
describe how INFaaS tracks the dynamic state of model-vari-
ants, and then describe the policy used in the two cases.
State machine for the lifecycle of model-variants. To
track the dynamic state of each model-variant instance per-
application, INFaaS uses a state machine (shown in Figure 4).
All the registered and generated model-variants start in the
Inactive state: they are not loaded on any worker. Once a vari-
ant instance is loaded, it transitions to the Active state. These
variant instances are serving less than their peak through-
put, tracked by the worker’s monitoring daemons. Variant
instances enter the Overloaded state when they serve at their
peak throughput. Finally, variant instances in the Interfered
state are not overloaded but are still experiencing higher in-
ference latencies than the profiled values. Interference occurs
when co-located variants contend over shared resources (e.g.,
caches, memory bandwidth, or hardware threads).
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Algorithm 1 Model-variant selection for case I (arrival of a query)
1: function GETVARIANT(appID,accuracy,latency)
2: if searchActiveVariants(appID,accuracy,latency) then
3: Get least-loaded worker,Wll, running activeVariant
4: return activeVariant,Wll
5: if searchInactiveVariants(appID,accuracy,latency) then
6: Get lowest-util worker,Wlu, with inactiveVariant’s HW
7: return inactiveVariant,Wlu
8: return suggestVariant(appID,accuracy,latency)

Maintaining the state machine. Each model-variant in-
stance’s state machine is maintained by the worker’s monitor-
ing daemons and is organized in the Metadata Store for fast
access. This enables INFaaS’ Dispatcher to use the model-
variant selection policy for serving queries on the order of
hundreds of µs to ms (assessed further in Section 6.4). State
machine implementation details are described in Section 5.

4.1 Case I: On arrival of a query
When a query arrives, INFaaS’ Dispatcher invokes the
getVariant method of model-variant selection policy to
choose a variant (Algorithm 1). For this case, the input to
getVariant is the query’s requirements, and the output is
the variant and worker to serve the query. getVariant first
checks whether any variants in the Active state match the
query’s requirements (Line 2). Variants in Active state do not
incur a loading latency. If such a variant is found, INFaaS
dispatches the query to the least-loaded worker running the
variant instance (Lines 3-4). Otherwise, INFaaS considers
variants in the Inactive state: getVariant first enquires the
Metadata Store and retrieves the variant with the lowest com-
bined loading and inference latency that matches the query’s
requirements (Line 5). If such a variant is found, INFaaS
sends the query to the worker with the lowest utilization on
the variant’s target hardware (Lines 6-7). Otherwise, since
no registered or generated variant can meet the developer’s
requirements, INFaaS suggests a variant that can achieve the
closest target accuracy and/or latency (Line 8). We assess the
efficiency of this policy over brute-force search in Section 6.4.

Mitigating performance degradation. For better resource
utilization, INFaaS co-locates variants on hardware resources;
as a result, they may interfere and cause SLO violations. To
prevent such violations, INFaaS avoids selecting variants that
are in the Interfered or Overloaded state. For interfered vari-
ants, INFaaS triggers a mitigation process in the background
to avoid affecting the performance of online serving. If there
are idle resources available on the same worker, INFaaS mi-
grates the variant in the Interfered state to the available re-
sources (e.g., a different set of cores). This avoids the need to
fetch a variant from the model repository. If no resources are
available for loading the variant on the worker, the worker asks
the controller’s Dispatcher to place the variant on the least-
loaded worker. For variants in the Overloaded state, INFaaS’
Model-Autoscaler assesses whether it is more cost-effective
to scale to a different variant (see Section 4.2.1).

Extensibility. The state machine and model-variant selec-
tion policy are extensible. For instance, getVariant can be
extended to prioritize particular variants in the Active state
(e.g., prefer least power-hungry variants).

4.2 Case II: On changes in query load
As query load changes, INFaaS needs to revisit its vari-
ant selection decision to check whether a different vari-
ant is more cost-efficient. Existing inference serving sys-
tems [5, 11, 25, 35, 37] are agnostic to the diversity of model-
variants, and only replicate a statically fixed (developer-
specified) model-variant for all the queries of an application.
However, as discussed in Section 2.2, autoscaling that repli-
cates the same model-variant alone is not enough because: (a)
the right model-variant changes with load and (b) the required
resources might not be available to replicate a specific variant.

For INFaaS’ autoscaling, in addition to using traditional
VM-level, horizontal autoscaling, we introduce model-vertical
scaling: change (upgrade or downgrade) to a differently opti-
mized model-variant, thus leveraging the diversity of model-
variants. INFaaS’ autoscaling is a joint effort between the
workers and the controller. Each worker hosts a Model-
Autoscaler that consults with the model-variant selection pol-
icy to make model-level autoscaling decisions (Sections 4.2.1,
and 4.2.2). The controller hosts a VM-Autoscaler that makes
VM-level autoscaling decisions (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Model-Autoscaler at each worker
To react to the changes in query load, INFaaS’ Model-
Autoscaler needs to decide the type and number of model-vari-
ants to use while minimizing the cost of running the variants.
To figure out the type and number of model-variants needed,
we formulated the following integer linear program (ILP) that
decides a scaling action (replicate, upgrade, or downgrade)
for each variant. This ILP minimizes the total cost of scaling
actions for all the variants to meet the incoming query load.
Formulation. For an application, the outcome (optimization
variable) of our ILP is the optimal scaling action, δi j, for
each model-variant vi j, variant j of model architecture i. δi j
is an integer that captures the scaling action as follows: (a) A
positive value denotes loading instances of the variant, (b) a
negative value denotes unloading instances of this variant, and
(c) a value of zero denotes no scaling needed. For a variant
vi j that is already loaded, a positive value of δi j indicates a
replicate action. A positive value of δi j for a variant vi j that is
not already loaded indicates an upgrade or downgrade action
depending on the hardware cost of vi j.

The objective function that our ILP minimizes is the total
cost of all the chosen scaling actions. For a variant vi j, this
cost for an action δi j is the sum of the hardware cost (in
$/second), and the loading latency (in seconds) of the variant:

Cost(δi j) =Ci j(δi j +λT load
i j max(δi j,0))

where Ci j is the hardware cost (in $/second) for running the
variant, T load

i j is the loading latency of the variant, and λ (in
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1
second ) is a tunable parameter for the query load unpredictabil-
ity. Large values of λ place more weight on minimizing load-
ing latency to meet SLOs when the query load is unpredictable
or spiky. Small values of λ place more weight on minimizing
the hardware cost when the query load is more stable.

Thus, our objective function representing the total cost for
all the variants is: ∑i, j Cost(δi j). We impose the following
constraints on our ILP:
(1) With the chosen scaling actions, INFaaS supports the
incoming query load.
(2) The newly-loaded instances satisfy applications’ SLOs.
(3) The resources consumed by all variants do not exceed the
total system resources.
(4) The number of running instances is non-negative.
We write these constraints formally as:

∑i, j Qi j(Ni j +δi j)≥ L+slack for all i, j (1)
T inf

i j ≤ S if δi j > 0 (2)
∑i, j Rtype

i j (Ni j +δi j)≤ Rtype
total for all types (3)

Ni j +δi j ≥ 0 for all i, j (4)

where (a) Qi j: the saturation QPS of variant vi j, (b) Ni j: the
number of running instances of variant vi j, (c) L: the incoming
query load, (d) slack: configurable headroom to absorb sud-
den load spikes, (e) T inf

i j : the inference latency of variant vi j,
(f) T load

i j : the loading latency of variant vi j, (g) S: SLO of the
considered application, (h) Rtype

i j : the resource requirements
of variant vi j, for a resource type (CPU cores, CPU memory,
GPU memory, number of Inferentia cores), and (i) Rtype

total: the
total available amount of resources of a type (CPUs, GPUs,
Inferentia cores) on the underlying worker machine.

The model-variant selection policy queries the Metadata
Store to get the values of these variables.
Practical limitation of the ILP. Unfortunately, this ILP
is NP-complete and hence offers limited practical bene-
fits [34, 54, 69]: it has to exhaustively search through all the
model-variants, track their dynamically changing state, and
accurately estimate the QPS each variant can support to find a
scaling configuration that can sustain the changed query work-
load. Gurobi [41] took 23 seconds to find the optimal number
of running variant instances across 50 model architectures,
and 50 seconds for 100 model architectures. To meet realtime
requirements of latency-sensitive applications, INFaaS must
have sub-second response time to query workload changes.

4.2.2 A Greedy Heuristic
The time taken to solve each instance of our ILP makes it
impractical to use for INFaaS. Instead, we design a greedy
heuristic algorithm that replaces our ILP’s large search space
by a subset of model-variants. This pruned search space al-
lows INFaaS to meet the outlined constraints at sub-second
latency. We evaluate the effectiveness of this algorithm in Sec-
tion 6.2. Each worker machine runs a Model-Autoscaler that
together with the model-variant selection policy approximates

this ILP as follows: (a) Identify whether the constraints are in
danger of being violated, (b) Consider two strategies, replicate
or upgrade/downgrade, to satisfy the constraints, (c) Compute
the objective for each of these scaling actions and pick the
one that minimizes the objective cost function, and (d) Coor-
dinate with the controller to invoke VM-level autoscaling if
constraints cannot be satisfied with model-level autoscaling.
Scaling up algorithm: To decide if there is a need to scale
(Constraint #1), the Model-Autoscaler estimates the current
headroom in capacities of running model-variants, given the
profiled values of their saturation throughput, and the current
load they are serving. We compute the current load served by
a variant using the batch size and number of queries served
per second. The load served by a worker is estimated by
summing the load served by all running variants. The sat-
uration throughput of all running variants is estimated in a
similar manner using the profiled values of model-variants.
The Model-Autoscaler then computes the current headroom
of a worker as the ratio of the combined saturation through-
put and the combined load currently served by the running
variants on that worker. INFaaS maintains a minimum head-
room, slack-threshold, on each worker to absorb sudden
load spikes. We discuss the value of this tunable parameter
in Section 5. When the current headroom is below the re-
quired minimum slack-threshold, the Model-Autoscaler
concludes that we need to scale, and proceeds to answer the
second question: how to scale (replicate or upgrade) to meet
the incoming query load.

To decide how to scale, the Model-Autoscaler uses the
model-variant selection policy’s getVariant method to se-
lect the cheapest option between replication and upgrading.
For this case, the input to getVariant is the incoming query
load, and the output is the set of scaling actions. The policy
first estimates the cost of model-horizontal scaling (replica-
tion) by estimating the number of instances of the running
variant that would be added to meet the incoming query load
(Constraints #1, #4). Secondly, the policy estimates the cost
of model-vertical scaling (upgrade), by querying the Meta-
data Store to select variants of the same model architecture
that can meet the SLO (Constraint #2), and support a higher
throughput than the currently running variant. The required
number of instances for these variants to meet the incoming
query load is then estimated. Finally, the model-variant selec-
tion policy computes the cost function of our ILP, by using the
hardware cost ($/s) and the variant loading latency to decide
whether to replicate the running variant, or upgrade to a vari-
ant that supports higher throughput. The available resources
on the worker limit the number of variant instances it can run
(Constraint #3). Thus, if the strategy requires more resources
than are available on the current worker (e.g., hardware accel-
erator), the worker coordinates with the controller to load the
variant on a capable worker.
Scaling down algorithm: To decide if and how to scale
down (remove replicas or downgrade), the Model-Autoscaler
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on each worker uses the model-variant selection policy that
follows a similar algorithm explained above for scaling up.
At regular intervals, this policy checks if the incoming query
load can be supported by removing an instance of the running
variant, or downgrading to a cheaper variant (optimized for
a lower batch size or running on different hardware). The
Model-Autoscaler waits for Tv time slots before executing
the chosen strategy for a variant v, to avoid scaling down too
quickly. Tv is set equal to the loading latency of variant v.
Comparison with ILP. As described in Section 4.2.1, the
ILP does not have sub-second response time. Setting a larger
headroom to allow the ILP to produce a solution can result
in (a) scaling variants too quickly, which leads to underuti-
lization and higher cost, and (b) violating SLOs during un-
predictable load spikes. Besides traditional model-horizontal
scaling, our model-vertical scaling further reduces cost by
upgrading to a variant that supports higher throughput. Thus,
INFaaS matches the throughput of the optimal solution, while
the deviance from the ILP is bounded by the difference be-
tween the optimal cost and the cost of replicating running
variants. Our greedy heuristic reacts to load changes (e.g.,
load spikes) within sub-second response time while reducing
the cost over multiple scaling actions.

4.2.3 VM-Autoscaler at controller
In addition to model-level scaling, INFaaS also scales the
worker machines for deploying variants. Following the mech-
anisms used in existing systems [11, 20, 25, 35, 44], the VM-
Autoscaler decides when to bring a worker up/down:
1. When the utilization of any hardware resource exceeds

a configurable threshold across all workers, the VM-
Autoscaler adds a new worker with the corresponding hard-
ware resource. We empirically set the threshold to 80%,
considering the time to instantiate VMs (20-30 seconds): a
lower threshold triggers scaling too quickly and unneces-
sarily adds workers; a higher value may not scale in time.

2. When variants on a particular hardware platform (e.g.,
GPU) are in the Interfered state across all workers, the
VM-Autoscaler adds a worker with that hardware resource.

3. When more than 80% of workers have Overloaded variants,
the VM-Autoscaler starts a new worker.

To improve utilization, INFaaS dispatches requests to workers
using an online bin packing algorithm [64].

5 Implementation
We implemented INFaaS in about 20K lines of C++ code1.
INFaaS’ API and communication logic between controller
and workers are implemented using gRPC in C++ [2]. De-
velopers can interact with INFaaS by issuing gRPC requests
in languages supported by gRPC, such as Python, Go, and
Java. INFaaS uses AWS S3 [10] for its Model Repository.
The model-variant selection policy is implemented as an ex-
tensible C++ library that is linked into the controller’s Dis-

1https://github.com/stanford-mast/INFaaS

patcher and worker’s Model-Autoscaler. getVariant is a
virtual method, and can be overridden to add new algorithms.

On the controller machine, the Front-End, Dispatcher, and
Model Registrar are threads of the same process for efficient
query dispatch. The Dispatcher is multi-threaded to support
higher query traffic. The VM-Autoscaler is a separate process,
that polls system status periodically. We swept the polling
interval between 0.5-5 seconds at 0.5 second increments (sim-
ilar to prior work [51, 63]), and arrived at a 2 seconds polling
interval. Longer intervals did not scale up fast enough, es-
pecially during load spikes, and shorter intervals were too
frequent given VM start-up latencies.

On worker machines, the Dispatcher and monitoring dae-
mon run as separate processes. Every 2 seconds, the moni-
toring daemon updates compute and memory utilization of
the worker, loading, and average inference latencies, along
with the current state (as noted in Figure 4) for each variant
running on that worker, to the Metadata Store. We deployed
custom Docker containers for PyTorch and Inferentia variants,
and leveraged Triton Inference Server-19.03 [6] to support
TensorRT, Caffe2, and TensorFlow variants on GPU. We used
the TensorFlow Serving container for TensorFlow variants on
CPU [5]. The Model-Autoscaler’s main thread makes scal-
ing decisions periodically. We swept the same range (0.5-5
seconds at 0.5 second increments) as the VM-Autoscaler, and
arrived at a 1 second polling interval. The interval is shorter
than the VM-Autoscaler’s polling interval as model loading
latencies are shorter than VM start-up latencies. The main
thread also manages a thread pool for asynchronously loading
and unloading model-variants. To tune slack-threshold,
we explored values between 1.01 and 1.1 [31], and set it to
1.05. In our setup, lower thresholds did not scale variants fast
enough to meet load changes, while higher thresholds scaled
variants too quickly.

We built the Variant-Generator using TensorRT [3] and
Neuron [15]; it is extensible to other similar frameworks [22,
59]. For each variant, the Variant-Profiler records the latency
for batch sizes from 1 to 64 (power of two increments). For
natural language processing models, we record the latencies
of varying sentence lengths for each of these batch sizes.

We built the Metadata Store using Redis [62] and the Re-
dox C++ library [4]. The Metadata Store uses hash maps
and sorted sets for fast metadata lookups that constitute the
majority of its queries. Per-application, each model-variant
instance’s state is encoded as a {variant, worker} pair that can
be efficiently queried by the controller and worker.

6 Evaluation
We first compare INFaaS with all of its optimizations and fea-
tures to existing systems (Section 6.1). To further demonstrate
the effectiveness of INFaaS’ design decisions and optimiza-
tions, we evaluate its individual aspects: model-variant selec-
tion, scaling (Section 6.2), and SLO-aware resource sharing
(Section 6.3). Finally, we quantify the overheads of INFaaS’
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Features
Clipper,
TFS, TIS

SageMaker,
AI Platform INFaaS

Model-less abstraction No No Yes
Variant selection Static Static Dynamic
VM-autoscaling No Yes Yes
Model-horizontal scaling No Yes Yes
Model-vertical scaling No No Yes
SLO-aware resource sharing No No Yes

Table 5: Comparison between INFaaS and the baselines.

decision-making (Section 6.4). We begin by describing the
experimental setup common across all experiments, the base-
lines, the model-variants, and the workloads.
Experimental setup. We deployed INFaaS on a heteroge-
neous cluster of AWS EC2 [9] instances. We hosted the con-
troller on an m5.2xlarge instance (8 vCPUs, 32GiB DRAM),
and workers on inf1.2xlarge (8 vCPUs, 16GiB DRAM,
one AWS Inferentia), p3.2xlarge (8 vCPUs, 61GiB DRAM,
one NVIDIA V100 GPU), and m5.2xlarge instances. All
instances feature Intel Xeon Platinum 8175M CPUs operat-
ing at 2.50GHz, Ubuntu 16.04 with 4.4.0 kernel, and up to
10Gbps networking speed.
Baselines. To the best of our knowledge, no existing system
provides a model-less interface like INFaaS; state-of-the-art
serving systems require developers to specify the variant and
hardware. For a fair comparison, we configured INFaaS to
closely resemble the resource management, autoscaling tech-
niques, and APIs of existing systems, including TensorFlow
Serving [5] (TFS), Triton Inference Server (TIS) [6], Clip-
per [25], AWS SageMaker [11] (SM), and Google AI Plat-
form [35]. Specifically, we compared INFaaS to the following
baseline configurations for query execution:
• Clipper+: Derived from TFS, TIS, and Clipper, this base-

line pre-loads model-variants, and requires developers to
set a pre-defined number of variant instances. Thus, we
set the number of variant instances such that Clipper+

achieves the highest performance given available resources.
• SM+: Derived from SageMaker and AI Platform, this base-

line scales each model-variant horizontally, but does not
support model-vertical scaling that INFaaS introduces.

Table 5 lists the differences between baselines and INFaaS.
Configuring the baselines with INFaaS (a) allowed for a fair
comparison by removing variabilities in execution environ-
ments (e.g., RPC and container technologies), and (b) enabled
us to evaluate our design decision individually by giving the
baselines access to INFaaS’ features and optimizations, in-
cluding: support for model graph optimizations, and INFaaS’
detection and mitigation of variant performance degradation.
Clipper vs Clipper+. To validate our baseline config-
urations through INFaaS, we evaluated Clipper+ against
the open-source Clipper deployment (Clipper) [23] with its
adaptive batching and prediction caching features enabled.
We deployed two ResNet50 TensorFlow CPU instances for
each. For Clipper, we swept its adaptive batching SLO from
500ms to 10 seconds, and found it achieved its maximum

Model Family (Task) #Vars Model Family (Task) #Vars
MobileNet (classification) 13 VGG (classification) 30
AlexNet (classification) 9 Inception (classification) 25
DenseNet (classification) 22 NasNet (classification) 6
ResNet (classification) 61 GNMT (translation) 9

Table 6: Model architectures, tasks, and associated variants.

throughput (7 QPS) when setting the SLO to 1 second. For the
same SLO, Clipper+ was able to achieve 10 QPS. As prior
work has noted [66], Clipper’s adaptive batching is insuffi-
cient for maintaining a high QPS, because it relies on an ex-
ternal scheduler to allocate resources for it. Since Clipper+

benefits from INFaaS’ resource allocation and management,
variant performance degradation detection and mitigation,
and variant optimizations, we use Clipper+ in the place of
Clipper for the remainder of our evaluation.

SageMaker vs SM+. We also validated that the latency
and throughput of CPU, GPU, and Inferentia variants with
SM+ closely match SageMaker, while offering the benefits
outlined for Clipper+. Thus, we use SM+ in the place of
SageMaker as our baseline.
Model-variants. Guided by the MLPerf Inference bench-
mark [61], we collected a variety of models. Table 6 shows
the 8 model families (22 architectures) and the number of
associated variants. Our models are pre-trained using Caffe2,
TensorFlow, and PyTorch. Our classification models are pre-
trained on ImageNet [30]; translation models are pre-trained
on the WMT16 [70] English-German dataset. We generated
175 variants in total, differing in the frameworks (Caffe2, Ten-
sorFlow, PyTorch), compilers (TensorRT, Neuron), batch sizes
(1 to 64), and hardware platforms (CPU, GPU, Inferentia).
Workloads. We evaluated using both synthetic and real-
world application query patterns. For synthetic workloads,
we used common patterns [29] indicating flat and fluctuating
loads, with a Poisson inter-arrival rate [39,61]. For real-world
inference workloads, we used the timing information from
a Twitter trace from 2018 collected over a month [13] since
there is no publicly available inference serving production
traces. Twitter queries are likely passed through hate speech
detection models [28] before being posted. Furthermore, as
noted in recent work on inference serving [75], this trace re-
sembles real inference workloads with both diurnal patterns
and unexpected spikes (consistent with production serving
workloads [65]). For each experiment, we randomly selected
one day out of the month from the Twitter trace. We also
set the accuracy such that it can always be satisfied by the
registered variants; INFaaS’ handling of infeasible accuracy
requirements is discussed in Section 4.1.

6.1 INFaaS with production workload
We now show that through model selection, resource allo-
cation, and autoscaling mechanisms, INFaaS improves the
throughput, cost, utilization, and reduces SLO violations.
Experimental setup. We mapped the Twitter trace to a range
between 10 and 1K QPS for a total of 113,420 batch-1 queries.
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Figure 5: Throughput and SLO violation ratio (# of SLO viola-
tions by total # of queries), measured every 4 seconds. Each box
shows the median, 25% and 75% quartiles; whiskers extend to
the most extreme non-outlier values (1.5× interquartile range).
Circles show the outliers.

We used all 22 model architectures. Based on prior work [52],
we used a Zipfian distribution for model popularity. We
designated 4 model architectures (DenseNet121, ResNet50,
VGG16, and InceptionV3) to be popular with 50ms SLOs
and share 80% of the load. The rest are cold models with SLO
set to 1.5× the profiled latency of each model’s fastest CPU
variant. Baselines statically selected GPU variants for popular
models, and CPU variants for the rest; they used 5 CPU and
7 GPU workers. INFaaS started with 5 CPU, 5 GPU, and 2
Inferentia workers. We computed the worker costs based on
AWS EC2 pricing [17].
Results and discussion. Figure 5 shows INFaaS achieved
1.1× and 1.3× higher throughput, and 1.63× and 2.54× fewer
SLO violations compared to Clipper+ and SM+, respectively.
INFaaS scaled models both horizontally and vertically: it up-
graded to Inferentia or GPU (higher batch) variants when
needed. In reaction to the increased load, INFaaS added a 3rd

Inferentia worker at 40 seconds. Although SM+ scales variants
horizontally, it achieved lower throughput and violated more
SLOs due to frequently incurring variant loading penalties
and being unable to upgrade variants. By leveraging variants
that span heterogeneous hardware (CPU, GPU, Inferentia),
INFaaS achieved 1.23× lower cost, while keeping SLO vi-
olations under 4% on average. INFaaS also load-balanced
requests and mitigated overloaded or interfered variants. This
resulted in an average worker utilization of 48.9%, with an
average GPU DRAM utilization of 58.6%. The latter is 5.6×
and 2.8× higher than SM+ and Clipper+, respectively.
INFaaS achieved higher performance (1.3× higher

throughput) and resource utilization (5.6× higher GPU uti-
lization), and lower SLO violations (2× lower) and cost
(1.23× lower) compared to the baselines.

6.2 Selecting and scaling model-variants
Next, we show the efficiency of INFaaS’ model-variant selec-
tion policy to select and vertically scale the variants.
Experimental setup. To compare INFaaS with common
configurations developers would choose today, we con-
sidered two cases for a model: only GPU variants are
used (Clipper+GPU, SM+GPU) and only CPU variants are used
(Clipper+CPU, SM+CPU). We used variants derived from one
model architecture, ResNet50, and one worker. Clipper+CPU
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Figure 6: Throughput (top) and cost (bottom), with ResNet50
and batch-1 requests. INFaaS reduced cost and met the load.

pre-loads and persists 2 instances of the TensorFlow CPU
variant. Clipper+GPU persists one TensorRT variant optimized
for batch size of 8, configured to serve the provided peak load
by adaptive batching. SM+CPU horizontally scales the CPU vari-
ant. SM+GPU horizontally scales a batch-1 optimized TensorRT
variant (the cheapest GPU variant). We measured throughput
every 2 seconds, and calculated the total cost. The cost for
a running variant instance is estimated based on AWS EC2
pricing [17], proportional to its memory footprint. We nor-
malize cost to 0.031 per GB/s for CPU, 0.190 per GB/s for
Inferentia, and 0.498 per GB/s for GPU.
Workloads. We used three query patterns that are commonly
observed in real-world setups [29]: (a) a flat, low load (4 QPS),
(b) a steady, high load (slowly increase from 650 to 700 QPS),
and (c) a fluctuating load (ranging between 4 and 80 QPS).
Patterns (a) and (b) represent ideal cases for baselines, as they
statically choose a variant; we used the most cost-effective
CPU/GPU variant for each baseline.
Results and discussion. Figures 6a and 6d show the through-
put and total cost, respectively, for INFaaS and the baselines
when serving a flat, low load. While all systems met this
low throughput demand, Clipper+GPU and SM+GPU incurred high
costs since they use GPUs. INFaaS automatically selected
CPU variants as they met the demand, thus reducing cost
by 21.6× and 21.3× compared to Clipper+GPU and SM+GPU, re-
spectively. For a steady, high load (Figures 6b and 6e), the ob-
served throughput of Clipper+CPU and SM+CPU (about 10 QPS)
was significantly lower than the demand. INFaaS automat-
ically selected the batch-8 GPU variant, and both INFaaS

and Clipper+GPU met the throughput demand. While SM+GPU
replicated to 2 batch-1 GPU variants to meet the load, it was
5% more expensive than INFaaS and served 15% fewer QPS.
Finally, for a fluctuating load (Figures 6c and 6f), INFaaS,
Clipper+GPU, and SM+GPU met the throughput demand, while
both SM+CPU and Clipper+CPU served only 10 QPS. During low
load periods, INFaaS selected a CPU variant. At load spikes
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Figure 7: Performance of co-locating GPU model-variants
when 80% of queries are served by Inception-ResNetV2.

(60-90 and 150-180 seconds), INFaaS upgraded to an Infer-
entia batch-1 variant. Hence, on average, INFaaS was 3×
cheaper than SM+GPU and Clipper+GPU. If INFaaS were lim-
ited to CPU and GPU variants, it would still save 1.7× cost
over both the baselines. Similarly, even if we allowed base-
lines to use Inferentia, INFaaS would still save 1.9× cost
because baselines cannot dynamically switch between Infer-
entia and CPU variants. Figures 6a – 6c indicate that a single
variant is neither the most cost-effective, nor the most perfor-
mant for all scenarios. INFaaS achieves ease-of-use while (a)
matching the baselines’ performance and cost in ideal cases
(steady loads), and (b) outperforming the baselines during
load changes. Thus, leveraging variants optimized for differ-
ent hardware through model-vertical scaling, INFaaS is able
to adapt to changes in load and query patterns, and improve
cost by up to 21.6× (10× on average).

6.3 Effectiveness of sharing resources
We now show how INFaaS manages and shares accelerators
across models without affecting performance of queries. We
found that co-locating models on an Inferentia chip did not
cause noticeable interference, since variants can run on sep-
arate cores on the chip. Thus, we focus on evaluating GPU
sharing. INFaaS detects when model-variants enter the Over-
loaded/Interfered state, and either migrates the model to a
different GPU, or scales to a new GPU worker if all existing
variants on the GPUs are in the Overloaded/Interfered state.
Experimental setup. We used the baseline of Clipper+

with one model persisted on each GPU. Since Clipper+

requires a pre-defined number of workers, we specified 2
GPU workers. For fairness, INFaaS started from one GPU
and was allowed to scale up to 2 GPU workers. As noted in
Section 2.3, the load at which sharing of GPUs starts affecting
the performance negatively is different across models. We
selected two model-variants that diverge in inference latency,
throughput, and peak memory: Inception-ResNetV2 (large
model) and MobileNetV1 (small model). Both variants are
TensorRT-optimized for batch-1. We report throughput and
P99 latency, measured every 30 seconds.
Workloads. To show the impact of model popularity on re-

source sharing, we evaluated a scenario with a popular model
serving 80% QPS, and the other serving 20% QPS. We ob-
served similar results with other popularity distributions or
different models. We mapped the Twitter trace to a range be-
tween 50 and 500 QPS for a total of 75,000 batch-1 queries.
Results and discussion. Figure 7 shows P99 latency and
throughput for both models when Inception-ResNetV2 is pop-
ular. When Inception-ResNetV2 and MobileNetV1 exceeded
their profiled latencies, INFaaS marked them as interfered
around 30 and 50 seconds, respectively. INFaaS started a
new GPU worker (∼30 seconds start-up latency), created
an instance of each model on it, and spread the load for
both models across the GPUs. The allocated resources for
Inception-ResNetV2 with Clipper+ were insufficient and
led to a significant latency increase and throughput degrada-
tion. Unlike Clipper+, INFaaS could further mitigate the
latency increase by adding more GPU workers (limited to
two in this experiment). Moreover, INFaaS saved 10% cost
compared to Clipper+ by (a) bin-packing requests across
models to one GPU at low load, and (b) only adding GPUs
when contentions were detected.

6.4 INFaaS’ decision overhead
On the critical path of serving a query, INFaaS makes the
following decisions: (a) selecting a model-variant and (b) se-
lecting a worker. Table 7 shows the median latency of making
these decisions for INFaaS and the speedup over a brute-force
search. Each row corresponds to a query specifying (1) a regis-
tered model and (2) application requirements. For each query,
we show the decision latency when the selected variant was
in (a) Inactive, Overloaded, or Interfered state, and (b) Ac-
tive state. These decisions are made using the model-variant
selection policy (Section 4.1).

When the registered model was explicitly specified,
INFaaS incurred low overheads (∼1ms), as it needed to select
only a worker. When the application requirements were pro-
vided, and the selected variant was not already loaded (State
(a)), INFaaS selected a variant and the least-loaded worker
for serving in 3.5ms. Otherwise, when the selected variant
was already loaded (State (b)), INFaaS’ decision latency for
selecting the variant and a worker was 2.2ms.

To measure scalability, we varied the number of model-
variants from 10 to 166 (increments of 50); the latencies of
Table 7 remain unchanged as the number of variants increases.
This result was expected, since INFaaS’ Metadata Store uses
constant access time data structures.
INFaaS keeps low overheads across its query submission

modes: up to 44× (35.5× on average) faster than brute-force.

7 Discussion
Failure Recovery. INFaaS’ VM-Autoscaler detects worker
failures using RPC heartbeats, and starts a new worker with
the state of the failed worker stored in the Metadata Store.
For fault-tolerance, the controller is replicated using existing
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Query Variant Picked
(Valid Options)

Median Latency in ms
(Speedup vs brute-force)
State (a) State (b)

resnet50-trt resnet50-trt (1) 1.0 (N/A) 0.9 (N/A)
appID, >72%, 20ms inceptionv3-trt (5) 3.5 (27×) 2.2 (44×)

Table 7: Median latency and speedup of making variant and
worker selection decisions across 3 runs. State (a): variants are
in the Inactive state, Overloaded state, or Interfered state. State
(b): variants are in the Active state.

techniques [21, 37]. If the main controller fails, the incoming
queries are re-routed to a standby controller. Since the Meta-
data Store is on the same machine as the controller, it is a part
of the replicated state.
Query fairness. Using heterogeneous variants to serve
queries means users may see different performance and accu-
racy results given the same query requirements, as INFaaS
optimizes for cost-efficiency. However, INFaaS will always
ensure the query requirements are met. INFaaS’ API is ex-
tensible to support further requirements for improved query
fairness (e.g., bounding performance/accuracy variation [77]).
Explicitly controlling the runtime. INFaaS’ model-less ab-
straction allows it to incorporate the ever-growing number
of optimizers and runtimes. It also enables INFaaS’ model-
selection algorithms to be extended separately. Explicitly
controlling the runtime may allow INFaaS to provide more of
a clear-box approach to optimizing inference serving, but may
limit its generality and extensibility (e.g., supporting limited
hardware platforms).

8 Related Work
Inference serving systems. TensorFlow Serving [5] pro-
vided one of the first production environments for models
trained using the TensorFlow framework. Clipper [25] gen-
eralized it to enable the use of different frameworks and
application-level SLOs. Pretzel [52], Nexus [66], and Infer-
Line [24] built upon Clipper for optimizing inference serv-
ing pipelines. SageMaker [11], AI Platform [35], and Azure
ML [1] offer developers inference services that autoscale VMs
based on load. Triton Inference Server [6] optimizes GPU
inference serving, supports CPU models, but requires static
model instance configuration. DeepRecSys [39] statically op-
timizes batching and hardware selection for recommender
systems, but requires developers to specify a variant, manage
and scale model resources as the load varies. Clockwork [38]
reduces GPU inference latency variability by ordering queries
based on their SLOs and only running one query at a time.
Model-Switching [77] switches between models with dif-
ferent accuracies during load spikes, while preserving the
fraction of correct predictions returned within an SLO. It
assumes pre-loaded models and does not consider heteroge-
neous hardware resources. Tolerance Tiers [42] allows de-
velopers to programmatically trade accuracy off for latency.
None of these existing systems offer a simple model-less in-
terface, like INFaaS, to navigate the variant search space on
developers’ behalf, or dynamically leverage model-variants

to meet applications’ diverse requirements. However, prior
work can be seen as complementary to INFaaS; e.g., INFaaS
can adopt DeepRecSys’ recommender system optimizations
and Clockwork’s predictable DNN worker.
Model-variant generators. Model graph optimizers [3, 12,
22, 72] perform optimizations, such as quantization and layer
fusion, to improve latency and resource usage. However, de-
velopers still need to manually create and select variants, and
manage the deployed variants. INFaaS uses these optimizers
to create variants that can be used for meeting diverse appli-
cation requirements, and automates model-variant selection
for each query to minimize cost as load and resources vary.
Scaling. Autoscale [33] reviewed scaling techniques and ar-
gued for a simple approach that maintains the right amount
of slack resources while meeting SLOs. Similarly, INFaaS’
autoscalers maintain headrooms and scale-down counters to
cautiously scale resources. MArk [75] proposed SLO-aware
model scheduling and scaling by using AWS Lambda to ab-
sorb unpredictable load bursts. Existing systems [1,11,35,37]
only support VM-level and model-horizontal scaling, while
INFaaS introduces model-vertical scaling that leverages mul-
tiple diverse variants.
Sharing accelerators. NVIDIA MPS [57] enabled efficient
sharing of GPUs that facilitated initial exploration into shar-
ing GPUs for deep-learning. Existing systems [6, 27, 46, 74]
also explored how to share GPUs spatially, temporally, or
both. NVIDIA’s A100 GPUs support MIG [58]: hardware
partitions and full isolation. AWS Inferentia supports spatial
and temporal sharing via Neuron SDK [15]. INFaaS’ current
implementation builds on Triton Inference Server (GPUs) and
Neuron SDK (Inferentia), and provides SLO-aware acceler-
ator sharing. INFaaS can also be extended to leverage other
mechanisms for sharing additional hardware resources.

9 Conclusion
We presented INFaaS: an automated model-less system for
distributed inference serving. INFaaS’ model-less interface
allows application developers to specify high-level perfor-
mance, cost or accuracy requirements for queries, leaving
INFaaS to select and deploy the model-variant, hardware,
and scaling configuration. INFaaS automatically provisions
and manages resources for serving inference queries to meet
their high-level goals. We demonstrated that INFaaS’ model-
variant selection policy and resource sharing leads to reduced
costs, better throughput, and fewer SLO violations compared
to state-of-the-art inference serving systems.
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